Adjourn State Concurrency Control Avoiding Time-Out Problems in Atomic Commit Protocols
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Abstract—The use of atomic commit protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks involves difficulties in setting up reasonable time-outs for aborting a pending distributed transaction. This paper presents the non-blocking Adjourn State, a concurrency control modification which makes time-outs in an atomic commit protocol for aborting a transaction unnecessary. Further, it enhances concurrency among transactions performing conflicting accesses to resources used by completed distributed transactions waiting for the commit protocol to be initiated.

I. INTRODUCTION

As mobile devices get ubiquitous and interact cooperatively, the management of their shared data also becomes increasingly important. Within fixed wired networks, atomic commit-protocols such as Two-phase Commit protocol (2PC) [6] or Three-phase Commit protocol (3PC) [11], and their variants (e.g. [7], [10]), ensure the atomic execution of distributed transactions. Most of these techniques and protocols rely on time-outs to detect and handle failures. In the context of mobile ad-hoc networks where disconnection times are unforeseeable, it is extremely difficult to set up reasonable time-outs, for example, for aborting a transaction on a mobile host when its commit coordinator does not respond immediately during the execution of a 2PC or 3PC. Hence, the use of standard lock-based concurrency control techniques and atomic commit protocols in mobile ad-hoc environments may lead to unbounded and unpredictable delays due to blocking. This observation has motivated our search for techniques and protocols that are more flexible and can more effectively deal with the much more enhanced failure model of mobile environments.

A. Contributions

We present the “Adjourn State”, a non-blocking state that allows a transaction to execute operations which conflict with those of another distributed transaction waiting for its coordinator’s voteRequest message to initiate commit preparation. In contrast to the traditional wait state, the Adjourn State is based on optimistic concurrency control and shows the following advantages:

- It does not require the set-up of transaction time-outs.
- It does not block concurrent transactions.
- It is compatible with [3] that unlike traditional atomic commit protocols does not require an abort of the global transaction if a conflict is detected, but only requires a partial redo of the local transaction.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We are assuming a set of mobile devices or hosts (MH) with local databases. Each MH shares its data via web-services. Thus, applications on one MH can access data on another MH by invoking a web-service. Each web-service request initiates one or more sub-transactions against the local database, or it can spawn another sub-transaction on another MH.

A. Transaction Model

We assume that the sub-transactions comprising a web-service obey the following transaction execution model (c.f. Figure 1), in which transactions are committed using an atomic commit protocol.

After a MH has received a (sub-)transaction T from the initiator, the MH processes the transaction’s reads and performs all write operations within a private transaction space (read phase). During the execution of the read phase of a sub-transaction T, T may also invoke other sub-transactions Tj, but the MH must store the invocation parameters for Tj. After a (sub-)transaction has finished its read phase, it goes through a validation phase at its local MH. If the validation succeeds, the MH sends the (sub-)transaction’s result along with a list of the invoked sub-transactions to its initiator. Otherwise, it sends an abort message. Details of the validation phase are explained in the following Section II-B. When the initiator of T receives all the results and must commit the distributed transaction it invokes an atomic commit protocol by notifying a commit coordinator instance about all participating sub-transactions.

In the case of 2PC, the commit coordinator sends a voteRequest message to each MH involved in the distributed
transaction $T$. Each MH that received this voteRequest replies by sending the vote message on the transaction. After the coordinator has received all the vote messages and none of them was for abort, the coordinator issues the doCommit command and each MH executes the write phase of the transaction. The coordinator may also abort the transaction whenever a participant does not respond in a given time interval or voted for abort.

When 3PC is used, additional prepare and prepared messages, illustrated by dashed gray lines in Figure 1, are exchanged before the coordinator sends the final commit command.

A MH itself may abort a transaction as long as the vote message has not been sent to the coordinator, e.g., if the coordinator does not request the vote within a certain period of time.$^1$

B. Local Concurrency Control by Backward Validation

MHs use optimistic concurrency control [8], more precisely backward oriented optimistic concurrency control with parallel validation. In detail, a local sub-transaction $T_O$ is older than a local sub-transaction $T_V$ running on the same database, if $T_O$ starts its validation phase before $T_V$ does.

A transaction $T_V$ validates to true, if one of the following three conditions holds for each older transaction $T_O$:

1) $T_O$ has completed its write phase before $T_V$ has started.
2) $T_O$ has completed its write phase before $T_V$ started its validation phase, and readset($T_V$) \ $\cap$ writerset($T_O$) = \emptyset.
3) $T_O$ has not finished its write phase before $T_V$ has started the validation, and (readset($T_V$) $\cup$ writerset($T_V$)) $\cap$ writerset($T_O$) = \emptyset.

C. Problem Description

Regardless of which concrete atomic commit protocol is used, the following problem occurs when the MH still waits for a voteRequest on a transaction $T_O$, but the commit coordinator is not reachable anymore, i.e., whenever a transaction $T_O$ has successfully validated and the result message was sent, but the MH does not receive the voteRequest message.

Then, the last validation condition (3) will be checked by each newer parallel transaction $T_V$, and this condition prevents conflicting transactions $T_V$ from being successfully validated for the following reason. Every transaction $T_V$ that is started while $T_O$ waits for its coordinator and that wants to access an object that $T_O$ intends to write, validates to false and will be aborted. In other words, any delay in the commit phase of $T_O$ has a blocking effect on concurrent conflicting transactions $T_V$. To solve this problem, [11] has introduced time-outs after which the MH aborts the transaction $T_O$ if it is still allowed to do so, i.e., if it has not sent its vote message.

However, especially in mobile networks, the question arises: “What is a reasonable time-out after which the MH should abort the transaction $T_O$ if it is still allowed to do so?” If the time-out is too large, it prevents concurrent and conflicting transactions $T_N$ from a successful validation, since $T_N$ will not pass the validation phase successfully due to the pending transaction $T_O$. If the time-out is too short, $T_O$ may be unnecessarily aborted, e.g., when the delay is caused by the network or when the duration of the validation phase differs for the MHs participating in the global transaction. Determining a reasonable time-out is difficult since it involves not only knowledge about the network conditions, e.g., device movement, message delivery times, message loss rates, etc., it must also consider the device's computing power and CPU utilization, and the varying duration of the validation phase for each mobile device. Therefore, our solution, which does not rely on such a time-out, is much easier to set up and more effective.

III. SOLUTION

In order to avoid setting up time-outs for aborting a transaction, our solution distinguishes between two states in which a MH can wait for the coordinator’s voteRequest message: the blocking state and the non-blocking Adjourn State. A MH is allowed to switch unilaterally from the blocking to the Adjourn State as long as the vote has not been sent. However, the MH must perform a second adjourn specific validation phase before a transaction is allowed to leave the Adjourn State. Both states, the blocking state and the non-blocking Adjourn State differ in the way the validation phase for a concurrent transaction is executed, and therefore show a different blocking behavior.

A. The Blocking State

While a successfully validated transaction $T_V$ is in the blocking state, the validation of a newer transaction $T_N$ against the older transaction $T_V$ is done by $T_N$ as described in Section II-B. This means, transaction $T_N$ is validated against $T_V$ with the effect that whenever transaction $T_N$ is in conflict with $T_V$, $T_N$ is aborted.

B. The Non-Blocking Adjourn State

A successfully validated transaction $T_V$ may enter the non-blocking Adjourn State, after $T_V$ has sent the result message to the initiator. However, $T_V$ must switch from Adjourn State to blocking state before it may send the vote to the coordinator.

While $T_V$ is in the non-blocking Adjourn State, the validation of a concurrent transaction $T_N$ is done as follows: $T_N$ is validated against all older transactions except those being in the Adjourn State. This means, $T_V$, which is in the Adjourn State, has no blocking effect on concurrent transactions $T_N$.

$^1$Note that in 3PC, a database is not allowed to unilaterally abort a transaction after the first vote message has been sent, cf. [11].
When $T_V$ must leave the Adjourn State, e.g., when the commit coordinator demands a binding vote on $T_V$, $T_V$ must be validated again in a second adjourn specific validation phase. However, the scope of this second validation is different from the first validation phase: This second validation of a transaction $T_V$ is successful, if and only if the following condition holds for each transaction $T_N$ that has started its validation while $T_V$ has been in the Adjourn State:

$$(\text{readset}(T_N) \cup \text{writeset}(T_N)) \cap \text{writeset}(T_V) = \emptyset.$$ 

If this validation fails, $T_V$ must either be aborted or can be locally restarted.

The reason for this concurrency check is the following: although $T_V$ entered its validation phase before $T_N$, i.e., $T_V$ is older, $T_N$ has not been validated against $T_V$. Since $T_N$ may have already been committed, the validation of $T_V$ against $T_N$ must be either successful, or $T_V$ must be aborted.

Note that the Adjourn State only delays the validation of $T_N$ against $T_V$ and lets $T_V$ validate against $T_N$ instead of $T_N$ against $T_V$. However, the number of validation tests is exactly the same as with other commit protocols that use backward oriented concurrent validation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate our proposed Adjourn State, we have developed a simulator of a mobile environment in which MHs participating in the execution of a transaction may disconnect and reconnect after a specified time and/or a number of messages are dropped during a specified period. We have compared the Adjourn State and the "traditional" blocking state with different time-out values by measuring transaction throughput and blocking behavior.

Our experiments have shown that concurrency control using our Adjourn State enhancement blocks significantly less transactions compared to the one using the traditional blocking state. Hence, using Adjourn State significantly decreases the number of aborted transactions. Additionally, the Adjourn State achieves a significantly higher transaction throughput in unreliable networks with many short disconnections.

Furthermore, our experiments have confirmed the difficulty in setting up the right time-out that increases the transaction throughput and reduces the amount of blocking. This justifies the use of the Adjourn State even in mobile networks with moderate reliability, since Adjourn State protocols do not expose the user to the risk of setting up a "wrong" time-out that leads to performance degradation.

V. RELATED WORK

To avoid locking, concurrency control mechanisms like multiversion concurrency control [2], timestamp-based concurrency control [9], or optimistic concurrency control [8] have been proposed. However, these approaches do not solve the problem of setting up time-outs when the database has to abort a transaction. Our proposed Adjourn State does not rely on such time-outs, and merges nicely with these concurrency control mechanisms since it is an "on demand" strategy for giving concurrent transactions access to resources used by transactions waiting for the commit protocol to be invoked.

The suspend state, which is proposed by [5], relates to our concept. However, this approach uses locking instead of validation and is intended for the use within an environment consisting of several mobile cells and a fixed-wired network, in which disconnections are detectable and even foreseeable, and therefore transactions are considered to be compensatable. In contrast, our solution does not rely on the concept of compensation.

Compared to our previous contribution [3], the Adjourn State proposed in this paper is developed for the combination of optimistic concurrency control and atomic commit protocols. Since the Adjourn State can be combined with a dynamic transactional model, the coordinator must get to know the participating sub-transactions. An approach that allows the coordinator to keep track of all dynamically invoked sub-transactions is described in [4].

Our approach is based on the same optimistic principle as [1], but differs as the Adjourn State does not block resources after the read phase’s result has been sent.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented Adjourn State, which is a concurrency control enhancement for atomic commit protocols that use optimistic concurrency control. A benefit of Adjourn State is the omission of setting up time-outs for aborting a transaction in case of network or coordinator failures, which makes the Adjourn State particularly applicable in unreliable environments and environments in which disconnections are unpredictable, such as in a mobile ad-hoc environment.
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